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	CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide, Third Edition, 9780782141672 (0782141676), Sybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's new CCNA exam, 640-607. Written by a Cisco internetworking expert who knows exactly what it takes to pass the test, this Study Guide provides:
Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies In-depth coverage of official exam objectives  Configuration practice with a Router Fundamentals Simulator Hundreds of challenging practice questions, in the book and on the CD  

Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: Understanding the OSI Reference Model Using Cisco IOS commands Adding RIP and IGRP routing protocols Working with TCP/IP Configuring Frame Relay, LMIs, maps, and subinterfaces Understanding WAN configurations and services Configuring and verifying IP addresses  Working with ISDN protocols, function groups, reference points, and channels Controlling router passwords Creating and managing standard and extended access lists Logging into a router Backing up and loading a Cisco IOS software image  

Featured on the CD The enclosed CD is packed with vital preparation tools and materials, beginning with the Sybex EdgeTest testing engine for the new CCNA exam, 640-607. To help you prepare for Cisco's simulation questions, we've included the Router Fundamentals Simulator, complete with hands-on labs. You'll also find an advanced testing engine loaded with hundreds of practice questions, sample simulation questions, and five bonus exams--it lets you test yourself chapter by chapter or according to objectives. Finally, we've added electronic flashcards for your PC, Pocket PCs, and Palm handhelds, as well as an electronic version of the entire book.     

       About the Author
   Todd Lammle is a world-renowned Cisco authority with over twenty years experience working with LANs and WANs. He is president of GlobalNet Training Inc., a networking training firm based in Dallas, and of RouterSim LLC, a Colorado software company.       
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Empirical Social Choice: Questionnaire-Experimental Studies on Distributive JusticeCambridge University Press, 2012

	Since Aristotle, many different theories of distributive justice have been proposed, by philosophers as well as social scientists. The typical approach within social choice theory is to assess these theories in an axiomatic way - most of the time the reader is confronted with abstract reasoning and logical deductions. This book shows that...


		

Declarative Agent Languages and Technologies: First International Workshop, DALT 2003, Melbourne, AustraliaSpringer, 2004
The growing complexity of agent systems calls for models and technologies that allow for system predictability and enable feature discovery and verification. Formal methods and declarative technologies have recently attracted a growing interest as a means for dealing with such issues.
This book presents revised and extended versions of 11...


		

Humanomics: Moral Sentiments and the Wealth of Nations for the Twenty-First Century (Cambridge Studies in Economics, Choice, and Society)Cambridge University Press, 2019

	While neoclassical analysis works well for studying impersonal exchange in markets, it fails to explain why people conduct themselves the way they do in their personal relationships with family, neighbors, and friends. In Humanomics, Nobel Prize-winning economist Vernon L. Smith and his long-time co-author Bart J. Wilson bring their study of...




	

Focal Easy Guide to Macromedia Flash 8: For new users and professionalsFocal Press, 2006
'This book works on two levels; as a step by step learning process for beginners or an excellent reference guide for experts. Highly recommended! If you work with Flash, you need this book!' - online reviewer, amazon.co.uk     

       If you need to get to grips fast with creating interactive graphics and animation in Flash - then look...

		

Dermoscopy: An Illustrated Self-Assessment GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	The new textbook, “Dermoscopy: An Illustrated Self-Assessment Guide” by Dr. Robert H. Johr and Prof. Wilhelm Stolz, is a welcome addition to the evolving world of dermoscopic knowledge. I have reviewed all of the images and the text and feel that the contributions are indeed unique. First of all, the exquisite nature of the...


		

HTML5 Games Most Wanted: Build the Best HTML5 GamesFriends of Ed, 2012

	HTML5 Games Most Wanted gathers the top HTML5 games developers and reveals the passion they all share for creating and coding great games. You'll learn programming tips, tricks, and optimization techniques alongside real-world code examples that you can use in your own projects. You won't just make...
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